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Interfaces occur in solving partial differential equations (PDEs) either naturally (e.g., between a
solid and a gas) or artificially (e.g., domain decomposition for parallel computing). There are con-
ditions to be satisfied at the interfaces which must be incorporated into the numerical methods
used. The usual approach to processing these conditions is to discretize the geometry of the do-
mains on both sides of the interface and on the interface itseU in a completely compatible way so
the discretizatlons of the differential equations and interface condltions can be expressed easily. In
this paper we explore an alternative that allows the geometric discretizations of the domains and
the interface to be completely independent as well as the numerical methods used to approximate
the differential equations and interface conditions. This new approach requlres only a small reor-
ganization at a few places in the common numerical methods and requires a negligible amount of
additional computation.
In the next section a simple PDE problem with two domains and one interface is considered
and the approach is described for it. Section 3 formulates the resulting linear algebra problems in
detail and Section 4 shows how various solution methods (e.g., iteration or Gauss elimination) use
tills approach. The final section presents a discussion of extensions and variations.
"TIUs work was supported in part by NSF grant CCR 92-02536, AFOSR grant F49620-92-J-0069 and ARPA
through ARD grant DAAH04-91·GOOIO.
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Lu=f
mi" (u,u',v,v', 1)=0, i = 1, 2
Dj" (U,U',v,v',l)=O,
Mv=g
j = 1, 2
POE problcm 1 Intcrface PDE problem 2
Figure 1: Two PDE problems with an interface and two linear interface conditions, it 1s not
assumed that the interface conditions arc the same on both sideS.
2. THE PROBLEM AND APPROACH
The model problem is shown in Figure 1 and consists of two second order, linear PDE problems:
Lu= f
Mv=g
and the conditions on the 1nterface f:





m,(x, y). (u(x, y), u'(x, y), vex, y), v'(x, y), 1) = 0
m,(x,y). (u(x,y), u'(x,y), v(x,y), v'(x,y), 1) = 0
For (x,y) in fright:
n,(x,y). (v(x,y), v'(x,y), u(x,y),u'(x,y), 1) = 0





where the m,l,: and n,l,: are vectors of five functions. It 1s very often the case that one of (2.3) and
(2.'1.) is u(x, y) = v(x, y) so that the existence of two interface conditions is often not apparent in
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the mathematical formulation of the problem. It is not assumed that the interface conditions are
the same for the two PDE problems. While this occurs only rarely for natural conditions, this is
more likely for artificial conditions and, in any event, we allow their discretizations to differ even
if the mathematical conditions were identical. The boundary conditions for L and M away from r
are not given as they play no role in the present discussion.
The approach is to assume that the solution of one PDE problem uses almost no information
about the other; that is, each one uses only its own information, the interface condition and values of
the other solution and/or its derivatives along the interface. This assumption is practical provided
we assume that each solution module for PDEs includes interpolation procedures. To state this
precisely, we introduce the following notation:
Ui the unknowns for the numerical method used to solve PDE problem l.
Vi the unknowns for the numerical method used to solve PDE problem 2.
There are four interpolation procedures:
U(x, y) a + l:= c,-(x, Y)Ui u-interpolation
U' (x,y)
V(x, y)
a + I: ci(x, y)u,




V 1(x,y) a + L d}(x,Y)Vj 'II-interpolation
j
Every PDE solving module should have such procedures, we assume this is so and that the accuracy
of the interpolations is commensurate with the accuracy of approximately solving the two PDE
problems. The constant term a in these four interpolations formulas is usually zero. A non-zero
value arises when a Uj or Vj value involved is actually a known boundary value. In this case there
are fewer terms in the sum.
The existence of these interpolation procedures means that the interface conditions can be
rewritten as follows:
For u( x, y) problem:
mn(x, y)u(x, y) + m12(x, y)u/(x, y) +mlS(x, y)
For v(x, y) problem:
nn(x, y)v(x, y) + n'2(x, y)v'(x, y) +n,5(x, y)
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-m,3(x, y)V(x, y) - m,,(x, y)V'(X, y)
-m23(x, y)V(x, y) - m,,(x, y)V'(x, y)
-n,3(x, y)U(x, y) - n,,(x, y)U'(X, y)
o ~~..:t~.-.""",
o =:t"'l'O~~~....w..,
Figure 2: Two domains with independent geometry discretizat10ns and 1ndependent discretizations
of the interface condit1ons.
The right sides of the conditions are then values that are obtained from the neighbor1ng problem
and the left sides are quantities to be discret1zed along with solving the local PDE problem. The
discret1zed problem is illustrated in Figure 2. The two domains are dlscret1zed independently, one
by a tensor product grid and the other by a triangulation. V1sualize that the u PDE is to be solved
by finite differences and the v PDE by finite elements. The interface conditions are imposed at the
"square" points for the u PDE and at the "circle" points for the v PDE. Note how the geometry
discret1zations for all four equations (two PDEs and two instatiations of the same interface) can be
completely independent.
The above derivation suggests a computat1onal model where the solution of one PDE problem
has very restricted information communicated about the other PDE problem. This is exactly the
case for current message-passing multicomputers (e.g., Intel iPSC, Ncube, Thinking Machines CM5)
and this 1s a good model to use in visualizing this approach. However, the important aspect of this
approach 1s the object-oriented programming model assumed. One PDE solving module is to have
mlnimum information about the other. Thus, even though this approach is particularly appropriate
for message-passing parallel computat1ons (because intermodule communication is expensive), it is
useful in general to provide software modularity.
There is one other facility needed for tills approach to have general applicability. Not only must
we have the interpolation procedures, we must also be able to extract the interpolation coefficients
if we are to do direct eliminat10n across domains. There are the coefficient extraction procedures
defined as follows:
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C(x,y,n) = {(i,c;(x,y),a)lc;(x,y) ¥ 0
C'(x,y,a) = {(i,c)(x,y),a)Ic1(x,y) ¥ 0
D(x, y, a) = {(j, d;(x, y), a)ld;(x, y) ¥ 0
D'(x, y, a) = {(j, dj(x, y), a)ldj(x, y) ¥ 0
inU(x l y) interpolation}
in UI ( x, y) interpolation}






These procedures are implicitly defined already in the algorithms of the interpolation procedures
as their general organization is
(a) given (x,y), identify the unknowns Uj with non-zero coefficients,
(b) evaluate the coefficients Cj(x, V),
(c) evaluate the interpolated value Vex, v).
To implement the C, C 1 , D, n 1 procedures one must "capture" the appropriate information at
steps (a) and (b) of the interpolation.
The coefficient extraction procedures are needed to do elimination steps across the interface.




The value of the right side of (2.6b) is obtained by information from the v PDE solver. At some
point in solving the u PDE this equation is used to eliminate U37. SO the 37th equation times a
multiplier is added to, say, the 46th equation. To preserve the integrity of the linear system, the
same action must take place in Lhe linear system of v PDE solver. The procedures D and n 1 are
used by this solver to carry out the corresponding linear algebra operation on its linear system.
Note that the coefficients extracted by D and n1 are not transfered to the u PDE solver, the
only information passing during elimination between the solvers for this step is the value of the
multiplier and the indices of the equations involved (37 and 46). The value of the right side of
(2.6b) is passed to the u PDE solver during the back substitution. This process is presented in
detail in the next two sections.
3. THE LINEAR ALGEBRA PROBLEM
This section shows how the previous problem may be expressed in linear algebra terms. There are
two linear systems resulting from discretizing the u and v PDEs (they incorporate the boundary
conditions not shown previously) and two resulting from the interface conditions. They are written








Figure 3: The sizes of the matrices in the linear system after discretization of the PDEs and
interface conditions. The blocks, top to bottom, correspond to equations (3.1) to (3.4).
uPDE v PDE
Au=f (3 ..1)
MIll = rol M2v+m2 (3 ..2)
N1u = nl N 2v+ n2 (3..3)
Bv=g (3 ..4)
The systems (3.1) and (3.4) are typical of those from PDE discretizations. The entire linear system
(3.1)-(3.4) Is non-singular and determines the approximate solution of the original problem. The
approach presented here is to solve this system with minimal information exchange between the "u
block" and the "v block" of thls system. When equations from (3.2) or (3.3) are manipulated (as
in Gauss elimination), the left and/or right "partial rows" of these operations are moved as a unit.
The sizes of these matrices is given in Figure 3. The right sides of the equations are indicated
along the right sides of the left and right blocks of matrices. In actual practice a different indexing
is used but we adopt th.is one for now because it goes with th.is simple diagram. For brevity, we
refer to these partial rows as an M-term or N-term.
4. THE SOLUTION PROCESS
If an iteration method is being used, the process is as follows. Whenever one iterates on an interface
equation, (3.2) or (3.3), one PDE solver requests U and U' or V and V' values so it can compute
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the appropriate M-term or N-term. The PDE solver receiving the request uses the interpolation
procedures to provide the requested values. TIlls process is so simple that it need not be formalized
but we do sa in order to set the stage for presenting the direct solution method.
When the solution process is initiated, the system (3.1)-(3.4) might not be completely formed
because the M2-term information is in the u PDE solver and the Nrterm information is in the v
PDE solver. We use the paradigm of message-passing machines to provide details for the solution
process. Thus messages have type and arguments when the arguments depend in number and type
on the message type. For iteration we need three message types:
send-term: index, real1, real2, realS, x, y
This transfers a Mrterm or Nt-term to the other processor.
The receiving processor can create, for example, the matrix entries for the term
reall *V(x, y) + real2 *Vt(x, y) +real3
or create row index of the matrix Nt or M2 • The latter action is necessary for direct solution
methods and uses the coefficient extractor procedures
need-value: index
This requests the value of the M-term or N-term of the specified index.
send~value: index, real
This sends the value real of the M-term or N -term of the specified index.
Gauss elimination (or a similar direct method) requires an additional message type. For con-
creteness, we consider solving the u equations first and, for simplicity of notation, we denote the
elements of the matrix (A,Mt,Nt ) by aij. The diagram of the linear system given above shows
the interface condition equations collected together at the bottom in M t and Nt. If the unknown
U37 is the pivot element and the (46,37) element of (A, Mt , Nt) is eliminated then r times row 37
is added to row 46 where T = -a46,37/a37,37 is the multiplier. This action must be reflected in the
v equations and it is possible that row 46 has no analog in M 2• Thus we send a message of type:
eliminate: index!, index2, real
This adds real times term index! to term index2. If term index2 does not already exist, then
it is created as real times term indexl.
In the specinc case at hand, the message would be








Figure 4: The structure of the linear system after Gauss elimination has been applied. The shaded
areas aTe where non-zero terms are likely to be located. There are all zeros below the diagonals,
some non-zero entries might be introduced in the upper right I by J block due to pivoting in
eliminating the u equations.
Note that the row indexing in M 2 is that of the u equations, i.e., the matrix (A,M1,N1 ), while
the column indexing is that of the v equations, i,e., the matrix (M2l N 2, B). Note also that the
elimination steps for the u equations can involve two newly created rows of M2 or N2•
After the factorization of both the u and v equations, the matrices are displayed in Figure 4.
The (A, M lo Nd matrix is now upper triangular plus some rows of zeros as II +12 + J2 > I. There
might be new terms introduced on the right into the v equations by using rows of the Ml or N 1
blocks as pivots. These terms could be used as pivoting equations in the elimination of the Vj
unknowns, but this is not necessarily so. The treatment of the right sides is ambiguous in Figure 4
as they may be recorded along with either the u or 'U equations. Of course, a real algorithm would
use a better organized (but less pictorial) data structure for this process, one such algorithm is
sketched below.
The elimination of the v unknowns proceeds in a straight forward manner without interaction
with the u equations. The back substitution proceeds normally with each M 2 , N 2 or new term
evaluation causing a message
send - value : index, Teal
transferring information to the u equations. Once the back substitution in the v equations is
complete, it can then be carried out in the u equations (if parallel computation is being used, the
u back substitution might start before the v back substitution is complete). In the pseudo-code
below the right side terms of the 1+1 to II +h + J1 rows of the left matrix are moved to the right
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matrix at the end of the factorization of the elimination of the u unknowns.
A pseudo-code for Lhe algorithm of the u elimination follows. We use the additional message
type receive-term to explicitly mark where data sent by the send-term message is received.
INITIAL DATA STRUCTURE
J( = II +h number of rows in A
aki k = 1 to IC, i;:::= 1 to 1+1 are the elements of A (including right side)
p(£) list of row indices of interface condition equations
x(£), y(£) coordinates of interface points
EXCHANGE INITIAL DATA BETWEEN PDE SOLVERS
send interface equation data to v PDE solver
Fork=lto2
For£= 1,h
send information for one (x, y) point
x = x(l)
y = y(e)
send-term: pel), mk3(x, y), mk4.(x, y), mkS(X, y), x, y
end k, £ loops
receive L interface equation terms from v PDE solver
L = 0,](0 =](
while receiving do
L = L + I, ]( = ]( + 1
receive-term: n(L), rl, r2, T3, x, y
tempI = C(x, y)
temp2 = C1(x, y)
create additional kth row of A
ak = rl tempI + r2temp2 +T3(O, ... ,0,1)
end while
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ELIMINATION FOR u EQUATIONS
Pseudo-corle for scaling and singularity test omitted
Use pivot vector to avoid interchanging rows in A




q = row index so that Iuq,d = max IUk,,] for k = pivot(i) to pivot(K)
p;vot (i) = q, p;vot (q) = i
Check for coupling with v equations
If q E P then coupling = true





Loop over columns in row
Forj=itoI
arow,j = arow,i + raq;
end j-Ioop
Send info to v system if necessary
If coupling then eliminate: q, row, r
end k-Ioop
end i-loop
Send right side values to v equations
Forl=J+ltoJ(
send: I, aI, I + 1
end I-loop
When this pseudo-code is complete the u equations have been factored. Rather than give a very
similar code for the v equations, we only indicate the sequence needed for the eliminate message
since this process does no\' appear above. Note that during the initial data exchange the u equation
indices of the u interface equations have been received and placed in the n list of row indices of
interface condition equations of length L.
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PROCESS eliminate MESSAGES AND IUGHT SIDE VALUES FROM v EQUATIONS
Notation used here from the pseudo-code for the u equations:
1(0 = Jt + J2 , L = count of received interface equation terms
bij ;:::: elements of the linear system, i = 1 to I(, j ::::: 1 to J +1
While receiving eliminate: q, row, r do
If q = n(j) for some j then
Add row to row k = 1(0 +j
Fori=ltoJdo
bki = bki +Tbrow,;
end i-loop
else
Create new kth row in matrix






While receiving send q, T do
Find j so q = nU)
bj,J+l = bj,J+l + T
end while
When the u factorization is complete this pseudo-code has augmented the B matrix and added the
dangling terms at the end of it. The factorization of the B matrix may then proceed without any
special interface handling.
The back substitution of the v equations proceeds without any interface handling; these equa-
tions have zero counterparts in the u system. After this back substitution, the situation for the v
system is as follows:
• There are /(0 original equations (1(0 = J1 +J2 in the previous notation).
• There are J3 rows added in the initial phase (J3 = [2).
• There are J tl rows added by the elimination steps of the u system (J4 = L counter above).
• The total number of (non-zero) rows in the v system is /( = J1 + J2 + J3 + J 4.
• The J = J1 + J2 unknowns Vj are known. These unknowns need not have been found from
the original J equations in the v system.
• There are /( - J lerms in the v system to be evaluated and sent to the u system. These are
identified by those rows whose index row satisfies:
row = /(0 + £,
11
n(/)'; I
The pseudo-code to locate, evaluate and return the values to the u system is as follows.
SEND N-lerms TO u SYSTEM
Forrow=J+lto](
If n(row - J) S I then
temp = 'Lf=l brow,jvj
send-value: n(row - J), temp
end If
end row-loop
The corresponding actions for the u equations are given by the following pseudo-code.
RECEIVE N-lerrn FROM v SYSTEM
while receiving receive-value: i, value update right side
ai,I+l = ai,l+l - value
end while
At tills point the hack substitution can proceed normally in the u equations to complete the direct
solution of the total linear system.
5. EXTENSIONS AND VARIATIONS
The computational model of message passing parallel computers is used to present the pseudo-code
because it most clearly displays the independent nature of the two parts of the solution process.
With simpler computational models, the algorithm becomes simpler. For example, with shared
memory parallel processing one directly stores information in the proper locations and uses flags
or semaphores to signal control events from one processor to the other (e.g., when the u equations
have heen factored so the factorization of the v equations can start).
Recall that the primary objective of this approach is to achieve software modularity. This
is evident in a sequential computation where the procedures invoked are given below. The only
arguments to procedures listed here are those that involve transfer of data between the two sets of












Senrl-Conditions-to-Probl (q, D3, n4, llS, x2, y2)
At this point the linear algebra problem of equations (3.1)-(3.4) tS com-
pletely defined.
SOLVE LINEAR SYSTEM





The concept behind this approach can be extended to problems with many domains, PDEs,
and interface conditions. The notation becomes complex as one must represent both the geometric
connections between the domains and the control structure of the solution process. The data
structures and pseudo-code to do this are too complex to present such an extension here.
The linear algebra solution methods discussed in Section 4 are either pure iteration or Gauss
eliminatiDn. SDme methDds used in practice are hybrids, e.g., the linear system is factored for
each domain and then the interface equations are sDlved iteratively. Or two levels Df unrelated
iterations may be used, Dne for the interface equations and anDther fDr the linear system from the
domain interior. The mDdular approach presented here allows almDSt unlimited combinatiDns of
linear solvers to be used.
Finally, we note that nature of the interface can be mDre general and still allow the approach
tD be used. For example one may have a grid and use a "broad" finite difference stencil, say, 5
by 5. To subdivide the grid for parallel prDcessing, one wants the "interface" to prevent a stencil
from using interior pDints from two subgrids. This can be achieved by using "fat" interfaces two
grid lines thick. Another type Df interface where this approach can be used is where dDmain fh
overlays or overlaps dDmain n2 • The transfer of information between the domains is usually made
along different interfaces depending on which direction the information is going. Thus interface r 1
may be used for transferring informatiDn from n1 tD n2 and r 2 for informatiDn frDm n2 to n1 . The
classical Swartz alternating procedure is a specific example of this.
This approach is ambiguDus at cross-points, pDints where three or more dDmains meet. Rarely
dDes one knDw physical conditiDns fDr such interface points. If the cross-point is artificially created,
then applying interface cDnditions pairwise leaves the problem Dverdetermined. There are then
more conditions at the cross-point than unknowns in the discretized PDE problem. The most
direct method to handle this ambiguity is to avoid using cross-points in the discretization. This
modular approach is neither more nor less successful at handling cross-points than other approaches;
it just makes it more likely that the issue is faced.
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A Coefficient Extraction for ELLPACK
We illustrate the process of deriving a coefficient extraction procedure from a solution evaluation
routine using an ELLPACK routine. Figure A.I. shows the complete text of the routine qlqd2i
except that some ELLPACK specific information (e.g., routine author) has been removed which is
completely unrelated to the operation of the routine. This interpolation routine is used for several
dlscretizations which return the solution evaluated on a tensor product grid. It provides second
order accuracy in the solution computed using interpolating quadratic polynomials. The numerical
procedure is explained in the comments of qlqd2i. Note that qlqd2i evaluates the interpolant and
its first two x and y derivatives.
The coefficient extraction procedure C(x, y) is the routine C(X, Y) shown in Figure A.2. The
computation in C differs from that of qlqd2i in two ways. First, it reorganizes the final computations
to express dervsl(6) in terms of explicit coefficients of the solution values uOI ul, u2, u3, u4, 'UC.
These coefficients are then the Ci(X, y) (see equation (2.5a)) output of C. Second, it computes the
indices of the unknowns uO, ul, u2, u3, u4, uc from the index variable i and j. This relationship
is computed by the discretization codes and is stored in the array i35pnu. The line changes made
in qlqd2i to create C are indicated by all CAPS.
subroutine qlqd2i (x, y. table, ilngrx, ilngry, dervsl)
c
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------









c this function computes the interpolated value at the point (x,y)
c by using the divided difference interpolation method













c the routine qlqd2i computes the quadratic interpolant and its
c first and second partial derivatives. qlqd2i returns these six




common I clgrty I iigrdt(1)
common I clgrdx I rlgrdx(i)




if(x.ge.rlgrdx(l) . and. x.le.rlgrdx(ilngrx» go to 10





10 if(y.ge.rlgrdy(l) .and. y.le.rlgrdy(ilngry» go to 20





uO is the value of the table at table(i,j) , it is the
interior mesh point nearest x.
the coordinates of uO are (xO,yO),
the coordinates of u1 are (xb,yO),
the coordinates of u2 are (xa,yO),
the coordinates of u3 are (xO,yb),
the coordinates of u. are (xO.ya),



























uO, u1, u2, u3 are the values
at the grid points. x is the
point at vhich the function
is to be estimated. (it need
not be in the first quadrant).
uc the outer corner point
nearest x.
i = i1qdnr(x, r1grdx, i1ngrx, r1hxgr, l1unfx)
j = ilqdnr(y, r1grdy, i1ngry, r1hygr, l1unfy)
if (11rect) go to 30
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o
c only use this point for nO if ilgrdt(i,j) .ne.D. Other... ise
c try neighboring points: First try the point to the left or right
c of (i,j) that is closest to x; then try the outer corner point
c nearest x; then default to the point above or belo,", (i,j) that is
c closest to x (i.e ....e assume ilgrdt for that point is non-zero).
o
k = ilngrx*(j-l) + i
if (ilgrdt(k) .ne. 0) go to 30
iold = i
i = i + ifix( signei.. x-rlgrdx(i» )
k = ilngrx*(j-l) + i
if (ilgrdt(k) .ne. 0) go to 30
j = j + ifix( signe1., y-rlgrdy(j» )
k = ilngrx*(j-l) + i























io = i + ifix(sign(1.,dxO))
































hxa, hxb are the mesh spacings
in the x-direction to the left
and right of the center point.
hyb. hya are the mesh spacings
in the y-direction.
hxc equals either hxb or hxa










11 = (ul-nO) / hxb
tl = (uO-u2) / hxa
£2 = (fl-tl) / (hxa+hxb)
13 = (u3-uO) / hyb
t3 = (uO-u4) / hya
£4 = (f3-t3) I (hya+hyb)




dervsl(4) = £1 + (dxb+dxO)*f2 + dyO*f5
dervsl(5) = £3 + (dyb+dyO)*f4 + dxO*f5
dervsl(6) = nO + dxO*fl + dxO*dxb*f2 + dyO*f3 + dyO*dyb*f4 + dxO*dyO*fS
c
1000 format(4x, 'x=' ,fl0.5 / 4x.
a 'x is less than r1grdx(1) or greater than r1grdx(i1ngrx)')
1010 format(3x. 'y=' .:f10.S / 4x,
b 'y is less than r1grdy(1) or greater than r1grdy(i1ngry)')
return
end
Figure A.I: The ELLPACK subprogram qlqd2i with some minor modification and simplification
of th@ comments.
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SUBROUTINE C(X,Y, INDEX,COEFF,I1NGRX,I1HGRY, TABLE)
C
C INPUT: X,Y = COORDINATES OF INTERPOLATION POINT
C I1HGRX,I1NGRY, TABLE = ELLPACK SYSTEM DATA
C OUTPUT: INDEX(I) FOR 1=1,6 ARE INDICES OF THS UNKNOWNS USED IN
C THE INTERPOLATION. IF INDEX(I)=O THEN A GRID POINT WITH
C A KNOWN U VALUE IS INVOLVED.
C COEFF(I) FOR 1=1,7 ARE THE SIX COEFFICIENTS OF UNKNOWNS
C IN THE INTERPOLATION PLUS THE CONSTANT TERH
C (IF ANY) FOR 1=7.,
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
c ell pac k utility r 0 uti n e quadratic interpolation
c modified to be the coefficient extractor procedure
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------,
c purpose,
c quadratic interpolation into a table,
c description
,
c this function computes the interpolated value at the point (x,y)
c by using the divided difference interpolation method







the order of the points is :,,
,
,
c the routine C computes the quadratic interpolant and then
c computes the indices and values of the six coefficients of the
c computed solution that appear in the interpolating polynomial.
c These are returned in the arrays index and coeff in the order uO,
c u1, u2, u3, u4 and uc (see belo~)
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------,
include 'eldecl.h'
common / c1grty / i1grdt(1)
common / c1grdx / r1grdx(1)
common / c1grdy / r1grdy(1)








if(x.ge.rlgrdx(l) .and. x.le.rlgrdx(ilngrx» go to 10
call qlerrh( 'quadratic interpolation' J 23)
writa(iloutp,1000) x
11fatl = . true.
call qlerrt
10 ifCy.ge.rlgrdy(l) .and. y.le.rlgrdy(ilngry» go to 20
call qlarrh( 'quadratic interpolation', 23)
write(iloutp,1010) y




i = ilqdnr(x, rlgrdx, ilngrx, rlhxgr, l1unfx)
j = ilqdnr(y, rlgrdy, ilngry, rlhygr, l1unfy)
if (11rect) go to 30
uD is the value of the table at table(i,jL it is the
interior mesh point nearest x.
the coordinates of uO are (xO .yO).
the coordinates of ul are (xb.yO).
the coordinates of u2 are (xa,yO) •
the coordinates of u3 are (xO.yb).
the coordinates of u4 are (xO.ya) ,


























uO, ut, u2, u3 are the values
at the grid points. x is the
point at which the function
is to be estimated. Cit need
not be in the first quadrant).




c only use this point for nO if ilgrdt(i,j) .ne.a. Otherliise
c try neighboring points: First try the point to the lett or right
c of (i,j) that is closest to x; then try the outer corner point
c nearest Xi then default to the point above or baloR (i,j) that is
c closest to x (i.e. we assume ilgrdt for that point is non-zero).
c
k =ilngrx*(j-l) + i
if (ilgrdt(k) .ne. 0) go to 30
iold = i
i = i + ifix( signe1.. x-rlgrdx(i» )
k = ilngrx*Cj-l) + i
if (ilgrdt(k) .ne. 0) go to 30
j = j + ifix( signe1., y-rlgrdy(j»
k = ilngrx*(j-l) + i























ic = i + ifix(sign(l. ,dxO»
































hxa, hxb are the mesh spacings
in the x-direction to the left
and right of the center point.
hyb, hya are the mesh spacings
in the y-direction.
hxc equals either hxb or hxa
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COEFF(l) = 1. - DXO/HXB - 83*DX - DYO/BYB - H4*DY
+DXY * (-1. + BXC/BXB + B3*B1 + BYC/BYB + B4*B2)
COEFF(2) = DXO/BXB + DX/BXB + DXY*(-BXC/BXB - B1/BXB)
COEFF(3) =DX/BXA - DXY*B1/BXA
COEFF(4) = DYO/BYB + DY/BYB + DXY*(-HYC/BYB - B2/BYB)
COEFF(5) = DY/BYA - DXY*B2/nYA
COEFF(6) = DXY
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c Check for boundary values in the interpolation
COEFF(?) = 0
DO 40 I = 1,6
IF (INDEX(I).EQ.O) COEFF(7) = COEFF(7) + COEFF(I)_U(X,Y)
40 CONTINUE
1000 format(4x,'x=',f10.5 I 4x,
a 'x is less than r1grdx(1) or greater than r1grdx(i1ngrx)')
1010 format(3x,'y=',f10.5 I 4x,




Figure A.2: The subprogram C which is the coefficient extraction procedure derived from qlqd2i.
The lines in all CAPS have been changed from qlqd2i. Changes ill comments are not indicated.
B Two Simple Examples
Consider the simplest PDE, U:r::r: + Uyy = 0 with boundary data so that u(x1Y) = x2 + y2. The
interface condltions arc u = v and u' = Vi which makes the true solution to the two domains
problem u(x,y) = v(x,y) = x2 + y2. To Hlustrate a sljghtly more general situation the condition
u' = v' is changed to the equivalent u' + U = v' +v and then the relation u = xu' /2 + y2 is used.
The interface condltions are then
u(x,y)
(1 + x/2)u'(x, y) + y'
v(X I y)
v'(x, y) + v(x, y)
Example 1: The domain is 1 ::; x ::; 7, 1 ::; y ::; 4 with the interface at x = 3. The grid spacing is
.6.x = .6.y = 1 and the situation is shown in Figure B.I. The 16 unknowns are labeled next to the
grid points. At each interface point there are four unknowns, the values and derivatives of both
u and v. The derivatives at the interface points are immediately approximated by differences so
these four unknowns (U6' Us, VG and vs) can be eliminated immedlately. The 16 equations for these
16 unknowns are
4: Discretize the u PDE
4: Discretize the v PDE
2: Interface conditions for u = v
2: Interface conditions for (1 + x/2)u' + y2 :::: Vi +v
4: Interface derivative (uG' Us, V6, vs) approximations




c ***This subroutine is identical to SUBROUTINE C
c ***up to place (near the end) liith the comment
c Some preliminary factors
Hl = HXC*HXCB/(HXA+HXB)
82 = HYC*8YCB/(HYA+HYB)




COEFF(l) = -1./RXB-DX4*H3 - DY4*(-1.+HXC/HXB+HYC/HYB+B3*(Hl+H2))





c Check for boundary values in the interpolation
COEFF(7) = 0
DO 40 I = 1,6
IF (INDEX(I) .EQ.O) COEFF(7) = COEFF(7) + COEFF(I)*U(X,Y)
40 CONTINUE
1000 format(4x, 'x=' ,fl0.5 / 4x,
a 'x is less than rlgrdx(l) or greater than rlgrdx(ilngrx)')
1010 fonnat(3x, 'y=' ,£10.5/ 4x,




Figure A.3: The subroutine C1 which is the coefficient extraction procedure derived from qlqd2i.
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Figure B.l~ The domain and unknowns for Example 1. The unknowns Ue, Us, VG, and Vg are the
derivatives at the two interface points.
U unknowns ~ V unknowns
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
4 1 1
1 -4 1 1
1 -4 1





-1 4 -3 1
-1 4 -3 1
-4 1 1
1 -4 1 1
1 -4 1
1 1 -4 1
1 -1 3 1
1 -4 3 1
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Figure B.2: The domain and unknowns for Example 2. Each interface point has four unknowns,
values and derivatives on each side. Many of these are immediately eliminated as the linear system
is formed.
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U unknowns II V unknowns
1 2 3 1 5 7 1 2 3 4 5 7
-4 1 1
1 -4 1 1
1 -4 1
1 1 -4 1
1 1
1 -1 3 -3 12 -9
1 1
1 -4 3 -2 8 -6
-4 1 1
1 -4 1 1
1 -1 1
1 1 -4 1
Example 2: The domain in 1 ~ x :::; 7 and 0 :::; y :::; 12 with the interface at x ::::: 3. The grid
spacing is .6..x ::::: 1 but the grids for u and v do not match up, the U and v spacings are .6..y ::::: 2
and 1.5, respectively. Note that each interface point still has four unknowns. Five of these (U6' Us,
vs, VIO, Vl2 and VH,) can be immediately eliminated using simple derivative approximations as in
Example 1. The initial 30 equations for this case are
4: Discretize the u PDE
6: Discretize the v PDE
5: Interface conditions for U = v
5: Interface conditions for (1 +x/2)u' + y2 = Vi +v
5: Interface derivative (U6' Us, Vs, VlO, VIZ) approximations using finite differences
5: Interface derivative (UIO' U12, Ul1, V14, and VIG) approximation using the interpola·
tion operators C l and D 1
The 30 X 30 coefficient matrix for these equations has the following struetme, the 1's are in the 10
derivative approximation equations.
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U unknown.. II V unknown.., , , , , ; , '" U " U H
, , ,
" ; • • '" U " U H '" ", , ,, , , ,, , ,
, , , •
• ,, •• ,
• •,
• •
• • ,, ,
• •, • •
• ,• , • ,
• • • •, , • ,
• • ,
• • •, , •, , • •, , • •
• , ,, • • ,, , • •
• • • •, • •, , , •
After using the 10 derivative approximation equations, the system has the 20 X20 coefficient matrix
has the following structure:
U unknowns V unknowns
1 2 3 4 5 7 9 11 13 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 11 13 15
x x x
x x x x
x x x
x x x x
x x x x x x
x x x x x x x x
x x x x x x
x x x x x x x x
x x x x x x
x x x x x x x x
x x x x x x
x x x x x x x x
x x x x x x x
x x x x x x x x
x x x
x x x x
x x x x
x x x x
x x x
x x x x
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It is plausible to consider a further a priori reduction of the problem size by further exploiting
the interpolation operators C and D to generate more equations to eliminate the five "non-grid"
unknowns (u~, Un, U13, 'V13, 'Vts). These are at interface points that are not points of the grid for
these domains. The equations generated are, however, not truly independent of the other equations
and this use is merely aimed at obtaining better efficiency. Since these five unknowns can never
appear in more than two equations each, this step does produce a system simpler to solve at a
modest cost. Note that the use of the C1 , D1 operators was essential to solving the problem.
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